Developer Open Source Security

Do you want to be part of one of the fastest growing open source security projects and influence the development of a product that secures thousands of networks worldwide? Become a developer at Deciso and use your knowledge and experience to make the world an even safer place by working on our product.

OPNsense is a security platform aimed at offering commonly used network protocols and security measures to end users or automated processes. To make this possible, all kinds of challenging techniques are used in the field of both backend and frontend development.

Together with developers from our organization and the community around the project, you will work on improving and expanding OPNsense.

What do we expect from an OPNsense developer?

- A completed HBO study;
- Affinity with networks and security;
- Analytical thinking;
- Good control of the Dutch and English languages.
- Knowledge and experience in Python, PHP and JavaScript;

What we can offer you

Besides a challenging job at a competitive salary and fringe benefits, we offer a nice team with many opportunities to work on your personal development.

Our place of employment is Middelharnis, working from home is possible in consultation.

About Deciso

Deciso is a technology company that manufactures and sells network appliances and network security software.

Deciso was founded in 2000 and has a strong focus on open source technology.

Our security solutions provide protection against network threats in the broadest sense of the word and form the first line of defense against malware, trojans, DDOS attacks and various forms of fraud.

Part of the strategy, and the breeding ground for many technical innovations, is the fast-growing OPNsense open source firewall project. From this project, techniques relating to high-availability, VPN (secure access for branch offices and itinerant employees), intrusion detection/prevention have been (re)developed and made applicable to a broad public. The security software is made available, among other things, on a hardware platform developed and produced in the Netherlands.

Want to know more?

Then contact Robert van Papeveld, 0187-744 020.

Application

We would like to receive your application at career@deciso.com